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1 Spikey Cactus Website Design: Disaster Recovery Plan Notes. 

Disaster recovery;  

How to pre-empt it, and what to do if the worst happens. 
 

Your backup and recovery plan options are often determined by your host, and your budget. 

 For example, an eCommerce site hosted on Shopify will generally be more robust to significant 

increases in traffic compared to a self hosted “Wordpress” site on a “budget” hosting package. 

That said – no site is ever 100% bulletproof (Shopify has gone down previously due to 3rd party 

services that it uses being unavailable) 

Ultimately this document aims to provide a few ideas to help you: 

 Plan for (and hopefully prevent) the worst before it happens 

 Know what to do if it your site goes down. 

 What to do once the dust has settled. 

Disclaimer: As every setup is different we’ve tried to keep this fairly generically to cover as many 

options as possible. We’ve also tried to keep the “techie” stuff to a minimum and as simple as 

possible. You’ll need to decide what’s relevant or not to you based on your individual hosting setup. 

We can’t accept responsibility for anything you do as a result of this as we won’t have seen your 

individual setup. 

Don’t worry - If any of the following “techie” stuff doesn’t make sense to you, either have a chat 

with your web developer, of feel free to drop us an email at customerservices@spikeycactus.co.uk 

for a friendly, no obligation chat. 
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Things to do NOW ahead of any major PR: 

 
- Optimise optimise optimise! 

1) It’s good for “user experience” – most users make an initial 1st impression in under 0.5s  

(It used to be 2 seconds). Now, they decide several times in first few seconds if they want to 

commit more time to exploring the site. 

2) It’s good for SEO. Google loves fast sites. 

3) It’s often good for bandwidth (which has technical advantages for you, and & reduced cost 

benefits for you AND mobile users) 

AN OPTIMISED SITE CAN REALLY HELP SIGNIFICANTLY DURING TIMES OF HEAVY LOAD. 

4) Ultimately, optimised sites CAN increase sales due to the above. 

 

How to optimise – so many ways. This is just a summary of a couple: 

1) Images – use the right size (or 2x for retina) max.  

2) Use “thumbnail” specific images for thumbnails (don’t scale down full size images) 

3) Use a tool like TinyPNG to reduce/optimise file size. 

4) Underlying code:  GOOD code will always be clean, minimal, and efficient. 

If you’re not “tech savvy”, this is an area to ask your developer to take a look at. 

  -Reduce HTTP requests 

 - Minify code 

5) Measure results before and after! Use tools like Google’s Page Speed test, Pingdom, etc. 

 

- Setup a custom 300 (301 = permanent redirect /302=temporary redirect), 404 (page not 

found), 500 (coding errors) error messages.  Content will vary in each case but always try to 

help the user out so they’re tempted to stay around longer. Always provide a way for users to 

contact you. 

 

-  If your code/site supports it, get the site to send you an email each time an error message is 

displayed. This can help you to become aware of any issues really early on. 

 

- Setup a “pingdom” alert (or similar). This tells you if the site can’t be reached. Again, handy for 

early warning! It’s worth excluding these from your Analytics so the visits don’t affect your stats. 

 

- Create a backup plan (also called a “Disaster recovery plan”). This can cover everything from 

server outages to data breaches, but for the purposes of this document we’ll focus on server 

outages. 

 

All of the following can be worked into your data recovery plan. 

 

- See if your host has 24/7 support. Check this before any major PR. (If they don’t normally, some 

firms might be happy to provide emergency cover for the day itself if you cover the staffing 

cost.) 

 

- See if your host has automatic recovery systems. If a server crashes, these reboot it 

automatically. If they do, ask how long this typically takes. Add that duration to your backup 
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plan. 

 

- If your hosting package limits your bandwidth:  

Ask you host in advance if there’s a maximum you can increase it to, what it costs, and how long 

it takes to come into effect. If you KNOW you’re due to see an increase, make sure you request 

the increase in plenty of time. 

 

- If your website is an eCommerce site and it’s absolutely business critical that the storefront is 

always available, consider “load balancing”.  Unfortunately this can get complicated and 

expensive, especially if you’re having to keep multiple databases in sync so it definitely needs an 

experienced developer to setup. 

 

- Ensure you have emergency data backup for your normal site.  

Major PR aside, you really need to ensure you can quickly and easily restore your site to an 

earlier state with minimal disruption and loss of data. Hosts often provide this at server level, 

but Wordpress also has a service called VaultPress which can give you an additional safety net. 

Starts from $99 per year and has a handy “one click” restore feature. 

 

- Build a backup site NOW…. Before you ever need it!  

Host it somewhere free if needs be, but host it separately to your main host. 

In many cases, it’s best to host this on a separate backup FULL domain. Rather than 

mysite.wix.com, use mysite-recovery.com, or better still, a TLD you don’t normally use (i.e. 

mysite.eu) 

 

Important note: If your main host has gone down due to traffic overload, it’s possible your free 

backup might go down as well… however, it’s better than nothing and might gain you a few 

hours of data capture. 

 

- Set all pages on your new site to NOINDEX. You DON’T want search engines to index this page 

under normal circumstances. 

 

- On your backup site, include: 

1) An apology! Say you’re sorry but you’ve been so popular due to your feature in/on X, that 

you’re main site has gone down, and you’re working hard to get it fixed. 

2) In the mean time, they can contact you via….. 

 

o Email 

o Phone 

o Connect with you & follow you on social media 

o Carrier pigeon to your postal address, smoke signals, etc 

 (ie don’t be scared to keep it light hearted and add some humour if it fits your brand) 

 

- Add a data capture form… if you know you’re likely to need to re-incentivise people, perhaps 

mention in advance that they’ll get a special surprise as a thanks (i.e. discount, free delivery, etc) 
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- DON’T build a backup eCommerce site. 

Rationale: You don’t want to start collecting data into a separate database as that can get 

messy. If you can’t afford for your cart to be down, then look at “load balancing”. 

 

- Ensure you have Social Media (you don’t need ALL channels, but pick perhaps 2 which suit your 

needs best), and link to each channel from your main AND backup sites – This will form a vital 

part of your backup plan if the site goes down. 

 

- Ensure you have web tracking (i.e Google Analytics) on BOTH sites. That way, you can see 

what’s being actively used. 

 

- Ask your main host how you can test your site if it’s down and you need to setup a temporary 

A Name or Domain redirect. 

Each host is different. For example, some hosts will allow you to use the IP address directly. 

Others will need IP address followed by your username as part of the URL. Others will have 

specific other URLS. 

Whatever their approach – SAVE the test IP/URL into your disaster recovery plan so you have it 

quickly to hand if you need it. 

 

- Ensure you know HOW to change your DNS records, and WHAT the DNS settings are for the 

backup site AND for the main site (so you can switch between them without having to hunt.) 

 

Check this prior to any major PR in case it’s changed.  

You’re looking for the A Name (www) Record. It will be an IP address that looks a bit like 

192.168.0.1 

 

SOME hosts allow you to setup a 302 temporary redirect from one domain to another 

(mysite.com to mysite.eu). If you can, this is worth doing as it tells search engines it’s only a 

temporary change. 

 

- Set the TTL (Time to Live) to 3600 (1 hour).  

This determines how often the “DNS” (Domain Name Server) records should be checked. In 

other words…. The DNS settings (A Name record) tells the world wide web WHERE your site is 

currently hosted. 

 

Most DNS records are normally set to 86,400 by default (1 day)  

Consider changing this to 3600 so you only have to wait 1 hour before changes take effect. 

 

- Backup everything, and then TEST your backup plan. 

Every site and host setup is different so it’s vital to test your backup plan actually works as 

expected. 

 

Doing this with LIVE sites can be harder for busy established sites, but if you’re not considering 

load balancing then it’s highly likely you don’t fall into this category. 
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 Test at a time when traffic is going to be at its quietest.  

 

You can use testing to your advantage - If appropriate for your brand, add a message on social 

media saying you’re going to be featured in something major & exciting in a few days time so 

your site may be temporarily unavailable between X – Y whist you test your site can handle the 

new capacity. The mystery could cause some interest for you. 

Make sure you stick to the times you’ve advertised. If it overruns, revise what your next steps 

are going to be. (i.e. continue with the test, or do a “rollback” and try again once you’ve figured 

out what went wrong) 

 

During a disaster: 

 
1) Don’t panic (OK, panic – we all do; but only panic for a minute – then take a deep breath 

and focus on what you need to do, stay calm (so you don’t flap and make things worse.)  

REMEMBER YOUR BACKUP PLAN AND EXECUTE TO IT. 

 

Contact your tech support, or if you don’t have it, then consider the potential duration of 

any outage. Will be it more than 12 hours for example? 

 

Does your host have auto recovery? If so, how long did they say to wait? Make yourself a 

cuppa and wait! 

 

If you’ve waited, and think it’s likely to be down SIGNIFICANTLY longer (i.e. all night)… It’s 

time to consider the major option of a DNS switch. However, this is not a step to be taken 

lightly. 

 

2) Go to your DNS control panel (it’s worth adding the URL of this to your recovery plan so you 

don’t have to hunt for it!), and update your A Name (www) record to point to your backup 

site. 

 

3) Now; because you’ve setup a redirect you can’t (once it takes effect) check the original site 

by simply visiting the domain…. Because you will (hopefully) get redirected to the backup. 

Instead, you need to either chat with your host, or ping/test the IP address of your main 

site server, or try to access the test URL provided earlier. If the site is unavailable, you won’t 

be able to reach the IP/test URL etc. 

 

(Exception is if you’re on shared hosting and you’ve exceeded your bandwidth allowance as 

the IP could be available, but the host may be limiting access to your site specifically.) 

 

4) As soon as the site is backup, wait (ie. for 10 mins)… it’s possible it could go down again.  

 

5) If all looks good, re-update your DNS settings to point back to your main site.  
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6) Test everything on the site to ensure everything is working as planned. Many people never 

EVER place a test booking/buy a test product/send a test contact from their own site….  

DO IT! 

 

7) Tell everyone you’re back! Add posts to social media (again, word it to your advantage to 

show how popular you were!) 

 

8) Email everyone who gave you their details via the contact form. If you promised a special 

surprise, make sure you deliver, and thank them for being awesome and being patient. 

 

9) Once the test has settled, review.  

What worked well?  

What didn’t or could be better? 

Check how much business was saved during the downtime of the main site (i.e. how many 

points of contact did you get via social media or your temporary contact form during that 

time?) 

 

… Pat yourself on the back as this is business you haven’t lost!  


